AirHammer 300 Ha/filling
The Heavy-Duty AirHammer is built to work 24h a
day, minimizing running cost and saving on crop
protection.
“We are doing all applications with 40 L/ha, which
gives us 260 hectares per filling.” Says Esben
Nielsen. Esben is Associated manager at
Continental Farmers Group (CFG). CFG bought their
first AirHammer in 2017.
“It is by far the most efficient sprayer on the farm.” Says Esben Nielsen. With it’s 36m span and 10.000 L
tank. It takes 10 hours to do the 260 Ha. Including filling, transport and application
CFG currently farm 45.000 Hectares in Ukraine, average field size is 40 Ha. “The air suspended frames and
double axles makes the boom very stable even in the worst possible field conditions.” Says Esben Nielsen.
The potential for Danfoil in Easton Europe is huge according to Managing Director at Danfoil Jesper
Madsen. “The AirHammer was developed
specifically for the harsh conditions and non stop
work required at big farms” says Jesper Madsen.
Another big 13.500 Ha farm Poldanor A/S in Poland
(part of the Axzon Group), was among the first
customers for the AirHammer. Poldanor A/S bought
a 30m 3000L ConCorde in the spring of 2016.
“Because of the very positive results in 2016, we
decided to invest in a AirHammer for the 2017
season”. Says Bjarne Møller Vice President at Poldanor A/S.
Poldanor have been working with reducing the crop protection for many years, “We have realized that with
the Danfoil Injection system we can reduce the amount of crop protection even further” says Bjarne Møller.
Over the next 2 years Poldanor plan to invest in another 4 AirHammer sprayers.
“With 30l/Ha - averaging around 25ha/hour, we only need to fill up the AirHammer every 12 hours – this
saves a lot on transport of water to the sprayer” Says Bjarne Møller.
The Injection system is also adding to the cost savings. “Cleaning the sprayer for new crop protection use to
take 5-6 hours, with the Danfoil Injection system it’s done in max 30 min. because there is no crop
protection in the main tank” Says Bjarne Møller.
“We have very big expectations for the AirHammer, the robust sprayer combined with our world class nozzle
technology gives us unrivaled performance in terms of low running costs and high crop protection” says
Jesper Madsen.

